Faculty Curriculum Committee Minutes
Friday, January 15, 2016
Stern room 201

Present: Gibbs Knotts (chair), Andrew Przeworski (secretary), Chad Galuska, Tom Carroll, Lynn Cherry, Rick Heldrich, Claudia Moran

Registrar’s Office: Jerry Mackeldon, Mary Bergstrom, Franklin Czwazka

Academic Affairs: Conseula Francis

Presentation of the Agenda (Knotts)

We approved the minutes from the November 20th meeting.

Subcommittee reports

1. Different Levels of Changes Subcommittee Report (Gibbs Knotts)
2. Workflow Subcommittee Report (Gibbs Knotts)

Carryover Proposals from October

1. Jewish Studies – Deactivate JWST 450 (Research Seminar in Jewish Studies); add JWST 305 (Israeli Cinema) as an elective and replace current JWST 450 requirement with JWST 400 (Independent Study) or JWST 499 (Bachelor’s Essay) to the JWST major; and add JWST 305 and delete JWST 450 to the JWST minor (Larry Krasnoff)

New Business

2. Jewish Studies – Change description of JWST 400 so that it requires independent research and creation of new course JWST 399 (Directed Reading) (Larry Krasnoff)
   Discussion: none
   Decision: approved both proposals (items 1 and 2)
3. Athletic Training – Termination of the Athletic Training major (Kate Pfile)
   Discussion: question about the last date at which students can declare the major. After the end of this academic year, students will no longer be able to declare the major.
   Decision: approved
   Discussion: why were the prerequisites previously required, but aren’t required anymore? The introductory course is more of a tour of anthropology than a necessary prerequisite.
   Decision: approved
5. Asian Languages – Prerequisite changes (202) for ARBC 390 (Special Topics in Arabic), ARBC 496 (Independent Study), JPNS 390 (Special Topics), JPNS 496 (Independent Study), CHNS 330 (Collateral Study), and CHNS 496 (Independent Study) (Shawn Morrison)


Discussion: none

Decision: approved both proposals (items 5 and 6)

7. French Francophone and Italian Studies – Deactivate LTIT 150 (Italian Literature in (English) Translation), ITAL 330 (Collateral Study), and ITAL 370 (Studies in Italian Cinema), change prerequisite for ITAL 390 (Special Topics in Italian) (Mike Maher)

Discussion: none

Decision: approved

8. Atmospheric Physics – Delete PHYS 301 (Classical Mechanics) and add PHYS 272 (Methods of Applied Physics) to list of possible prerequisites for fluid mechanics (Mike Larsen)

Discussion: none

Decision: approved

9. Physics – Creation of a new course PHYS 481 (Physics Problem Solving) and addition of this course as an elective in the BA and BS in Physics degrees (Mike Larsen)

Discussion: question about indications that the course is effective. Question about the choice of prerequisites. Question about whether the GRE should be part of determination of the students' grades.

Decision: approved

10. Classics – Creation of new course CLAS 325 (Ancient Houses and Households); addition of this course to the major and the minor; deactivation of LATN 301 (Introduction to Latin Literature); and changes in some prerequisites (Tim Johnson)

Discussion: none

Decision: approved

11. Communication – Change of restrictions for COMM 310 (Message Design and Influence) and COMM 481 (Capstone in Communication) (Lynn Cherry)

Discussion: question about repeatability of 310. Correcting a typo on 310's prerequisites

Decision: approved

12. Computing in the Arts – Creation of new concentration in Digital Media; creation of new course CITA/CSCI 140 (Graphic Design and Digital Media); change in the description of CITA/CSCI 180 (Computers, Music, and Art); addition of CSCI 380 (User Interface Development) and CSCI 392 (Seminar in Computing and Society) to the list of required courses for the major; and the
addition of MUSC 349 (Jazz Arranging) to the list of music electives in the music concentration (Bill Manaris)
Discussion: question about the wording of the course description, how will “creativity” be assessed, if at all?
Decision: approved

13. African American Studies–Add four courses to the list of pre-approved electives in both the major and the minor; create two new courses AAST 340 (Remembering and Forgetting: Race, Violence, and Memory in American History) and AAST 345 (Race and Sports in American Society); and add seven courses to the minor (Simon Lewis)
Discussion: there have been some changes to the proposal since it was submitted.
Decision: approved

14. Exercise Science – Change prerequisites for EXSC 433 (Research Design and Analysis) and change credit hours for EXSC 439 (Advanced Topics in Exercise Physiology) (William Barfield)
Discussion: question about whether quality of instruction is being diminished. The lab portion of the course is not in the student learning outcomes and was not required by accreditors.
Decision: approved

15. Health and Human Performance – Change course number of HEAL 395 to HEAL 456; change prerequisites; and deactivate HEAL 395 (Susan Balinsky)
Discussion: none
Decision: approved

16. Hospitality and Tourism Management – Change the prerequisites to HTMT 444 (Hospitality Management Internship); change the HTMT concentration eliminating one of the required HTMT electives and making HTMT 444 mandatory; creation of new course HTMT 244 (Internship) (Wayne Smith)
Discussion: Why isn’t 244 a prerequisite for 444? It would increase the already large number of hours in the program and, considering the size of the program, would require finding many new sources of internships. Change to wording of the HTMT 244 proposal to remove the statement that it improves performance in HTMT 444.
Decision: approved

17. Mathematics – Modify the course catalog description for MATH 229 (Vector Calculus with Chemical Applications) (Jason Howell)
Discussion: none
Decision: approved

18. Religious Studies – Creation of three new courses RELS 215 (Religion and Globalization), RELS 370 (Advanced Topics in American Religion), and RELS 382 (Teaching Apprenticeship) and addition of the new courses to the Religious Studies major and minor (Elijah Siegler)
Discussion: Should ENGL 110 be a prerequisite for RELS 215? RELS doesn’t want the prerequisite. Would weak students be allowed to serve in teaching apprenticeships? No. Will the new courses require hiring additional adjuncts? no
19. Theater and Dance – Removal of prerequisite for THTR 230 (Fundamentals of Theatrical Design); change in prerequisite for THTR 316 (African American Theatre); creation of new course THTR 314 (Dramaturgy), adding THTR 314 the list of major electives (Susan Kattwinkel)
Discussion: none
Decision: approved

20. Geology and Environmental Geosciences – Change prerequisites for GEOL 291/GEOL 291L (Water Resources) (Mitchell Colgan)
Discussion: One of the proposed new prerequisites is a new course that hasn’t yet been approved.
Decision: no action, tabled

21. Southern Studies – Creation of new minor in Southern Studies; creation of two new course SOST 200 (Introduction to Southern Studies) and SOST 400 (Southern Studies Capstone Project) (Julia Eichelberger)
Discussion: question about budgeting. Question about how SOST 400 will enforce the requirement that students revisit and improve upon an earlier project. Question about whether a student could complete the minor without doing particularly interdisciplinary course work. The requirements of the minor should indicate that students can’t do more than 9 hours in any one field.
Decision: approved

22. History – Creation of new course HIST 321 (Race, Violence, and Memory in American History) and addition of this course to the U.S. History distribution area of the history major (Phyllis Jestice)
Discussion: there are more changes coming.
Decision: no action, tabled.

23. Discussion of pending policy on syllabi and course numbering.